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The visualization takes into account the spatial aspect of the CS-L mechanism. It re-
flects approximate hierarchical, geometric and size relationships between individual
structures.

To mark the connections that are not a part of any direct or indirect pathways, but
play a crucial role in the mechanism, different colors and starting shape types were
used on arrows.

The arrangement of the boxes also corresponds to the approximate arrangement of
the symbolized structures in reality.

Mutual stimulation and inhibition of individual parts plays a key role in the functio-
ning of the CS-Lmechanism. The design of an arrow indicates the key aspects of the
particular pathway:
• character (activation/inhibition) – marked in green or red color
• type (direct/indirect) – indicated by shape type (square or circle) at the start of an
arrow

• intensity (influence/reduction of influence) – marked as solid or dash line style.

Visualizations in neuroscience face various technical challenges. One of them is, for instance, a problem of how to provide for the methodological necessity for an accu-
rate reflection of all important elements and aspects of a specific mechanism, while at the same time to keep its legibility and instructive purpose. The poster focuses
on two specific aspects of this issue. The first aspect concerns the need to properly depict the space and size relationships as well as the general arrangement between
mechanism structures. The second aspect is the need to show the dynamic relationship between the components of the neural mechanism, because diagrams showing
only the order of the components performing a given function lose an important perspective about the whole mechanism. Hence an appropriate and successful visu-
alization should carry all of the vital information about the multidimensional nature of a given mechanism, and not only show the sequence of stimulations [1]. This
poster uses an example of how one could accurately visualize the cortico-subcortical loops mechanism [2], in order to present possible solutions to the above-mentio-
ned problems of static visualization in neuroscience.
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